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We give a complete characterization of all separable C*-algebras d, which 
have modulo unitary equivalence only two irreducible representations. 
It is well known that a separable C*-algebra J&‘, which has modulo 
unitary equivalence only one irreducible representation, is isomorphic 
to the algebra of all compact operators X(H) on the separable Hilbert 
space H [3]. Hardly anything is known, however, on separable 
C*-algebras with a finite dual space ~8. In this note we give a complete 
characterization of all separable C*-algebras L$ with a two-point 
dual JZ?. These results grew out of an investigation of C*-algebras, 
whose system of two-sided closed ideals is totally ordered [2]. 
Apart from X(H) we shall also use the notation Sm , n = CO, l,..., 
to denote the algebra of all compact operators on an n-dimensional 
complex separable Hilbert space C”. Throughout, all C*-algebras and 
all Hilbert spaces will be separable. 
The simplest example of a C*-algebra ~2 with a two-point dual d 
has the form 
d=Xn@Xm n, m = co, l,..., n < m. (1) 
In this case ~8 has the discrete topology. Moreover is any separable 
C*-algebra .s? with a two point discrete dual d isomorphic to one of 
the C*-algebras given in (1). To construct other examples let H be an 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. Write H as 
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n = 1, 2,... with dim Hr = 03 and k = dim H,, = co, l,..., n - 1. 
By Sillkk.% denote the C*-algebra of operators on H, which is generated 
by Y(H) and lq @ s% . It is easy to see that Jazk,, is the direct 
algebraic sum of these two generating subalgebras 
4.n = m-q 0 Lf10 %z n = 1, 2 ,..., k = co, l)...) n - 1. (2) 
We call k = dim HO the defect of G$, . If the defect space H,, is 
infinite dimensional, then dk,, has no unit, whereas Silr& for k < n - 1 
has a unit. 
To get the generalization for n = CO, write H = HI @ H, , where 
HI and H2 are infinite dimensional. Let &‘s be the C*-algebra of 
operators on H generated by X(H) and lH1 @ Z(H,). As above one 
shows easily 
& = Wfi) 0 1,O XV&). (3) 
This example has been discussed in [2]. Now we can state our main 
result. 
THEOREM. Any separable C*-algebra SS? with a two-point dual &A 
is isomorphic to one of the examples of (I), (2) 07 (3). These examples are 
pairwise nonisomorphic, esp. s$;,, r ,Pe,,, $ and only if 1 = k. 
Since any separable C*-algebra &’ with a countable dual space is 
postliminal [3, 4.7.21, & is a T,,-space. Thus apart from the trivial 
case, described by (l), we are immediately led to a C*-algebra &’ 
of operators on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space H with 
x-=X(H)Cd and &‘/Z = JZ? = %, , n = co, 1,2 ,... . (4) 
Classes of elements a ~.&we shall denote by a”. The characterization 
of separable C*-algebras & with (4) depends essentially on the proper 
selection of representatives in these classes. The matrix units in Zn we 
shall denote by &i , 1 < i, j < n. Since the {8i,i} are completely 
determined by the {Z&=r , it suffices to construct suitable representa- 
tives of the & only, 1 < i < n. For this we need the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let SIZ’ be a separable C*-algebra of operators on H with 
(4). Let {Zi,,}&=l d eno e t a system of matrix units in Xn , then there 
exists a family {p6,i)& of p airwise orthogonal projections in J&’ with 
P&i E %i 2 1 < i < n. If n = co, the p,,, may be chosen such that 
1 - Cicl pi,, is an infinite dimensional projection. 
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Proof Let b E & be a hermitian operator with b E CL, (l/i)& = & 
and let 9? be the C*-algebra generated by b. 9? has the two-sided 
ideal g0 = a n X(H). By [3, 3.2.21 we have & = dt, u (a$&. 
Since .4?,, is countable and since (g$,,) = (1, 2,..., n} [3, 1.5.11, 4 is 
totally disconnected. In fact one can even show that any X E Sp b with 
X $ Sp 6 is an isolated eigenvalue of b of finite multiplicity. Since 4 is 
separable and locally compact there exist disjoint open compact 
neighborhoods Vi , 1 < i < n, of i in &. The characteristic function 
of U, corresponds to a projection P,,~ E I& , and the p,,$ are clearly 
orthogonal. If n = 00 and 1 - CT=‘=,p,,, is finite dimensional, replace 
P&i bY P,,, - ki, where ki is a one-dimensional projection with 
ki < p,,$ , i = 1, 2 ,... . 
The set Pi,i af PI,, , 1 < i < n, contains a noncompact element 
P i,l E 4.1 * Since piT,p,,, E t?r;.i the spectral decomposition of p&p,,, 
with respect to the space p,,,H is discrete, p& pipI = C &e, . From 
p,,, - pit,pi,, E X(H) it follows that X, -+ 1 as k tends to infinity. 
Thus we can define the operator c = C pke, with pk = Xc112 if X, # 0 
and pk = 0 if X, = 0. Then c E Er;.r and P$,~c is a partial isometry in 
Eii,i . Thus we can find partial isometries pi,r E &r with 
and 
PddP,lPlJ = Pi.1 (5) 
2h.i - PdZl 9 $3.1 - PiT1Pi.l E wo 1 <;<YZ. (6) 
Now let 12 be finite. Restrict the pi,l to their common initial space. 
Because of (5) the relations in (6) are unchanged and we have in 
addition 
P?,lPi.l = Pl.1 * (7) 
Redefine now p,,$ by p,,, = p,,rpzi and let p, = 1 - g-r p,,, . 
Then p,,, is a partial isometry from Hr = p,,,H onto pisiH = Hi 
and we can write H = H,, @ (HI @ C”) with poH = H,, and 
d = X(H) 0 (1 H1 @ Zm). Th us if dim Ho = co, & is isomorphic 
to J40,,, and if dim H,, = k < n, ~2 is isomorphic to dk,%, 
0 < k < n - 1. Otherwise let e, ,..., ek be a basis of H,, and let k, , 
1 < i < n be a partial isometry with (e& as initial space and (e() 
as final space. Then p,,, + k, is a partial isometry in 4.r , 1 < i < n, 
and the new system has the defect k - n. Thus there is no loss of 
generality to assume 0 < k < n. 
Now let 12 = m and let 1 - Ci&p,,i be an infinite-dimensional 
projection. As above determine partial isometries pi,l E .z?~,~ with (6). 
For i > 2 redefinepi,i throughp,,, = p,,rp& . Thenp, = 1 - C~-lpi,i 
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is an infinite dimensional projection. By (6)pr i - piT1pi,r , i = 2, 3,..., 
is a finite-dimensional projection of dimension di . If CT-Z d$ = oc), 
decompose p, into orthogonal projections fi , i = 2, 3... of dimension 
di , p, = CT-, fi . Then for each i = 2, 3,... there exists a partial 
isometry with p,,, as initial space and P,,~ + j.. as final space. Thus we 
may assume without loss of generality pi,i E Zii,i and 
PiTlPi.1 = PI.1 9 Pi.lPL = P&i and il~i.r = 1. (8) 
In this case JZ? is obviously isomorphic to &a . If Cir2 di is finite, a 
redefinition of the p,,, as above leads to di = 0, i = 2, 3 ,... . Then 
decompose p, into one-dimensional orthogonal projections e, , 
i = 1, 2,..., p, = ci”=, z e.and let ki be partial isometries with k,*k, = e, 
and kiks* = e, . Then the system p,,, + k, satisfies all relations of (8). 
Thus also in this case we see &’ N UQI . 
The isomorphism problem reduces to the following question: 
Does ~4,~ = -4,) O<k,Z<n<co,implyk=Z? 
Thus let &‘& N &r,, , k I < n < 00. After the usual identifications , 
we may therefore assume that z&n contains two systems of partial 
isometries {pi,J}&=l and {~&&i with defect k respectively 1. Since 
any automorphism of Z, , n < co, is inner, we may even assume 
PiA - 4i.i E WJ), i = l,..., #. (9) 
LEMMA 2. Let p and q be two projections on H with p - q E X(H). 
Then there exists a unitary operator u, with u = 1 mod 3?(H), such 
that either p > uqu* OY p < uqu*. u may be chosen such that 
u I KP v q)W = 1. 
Proof. Let 9? be the C*-algebra of operators on H generated by 
p and q. Then by [l, L emma 41 H and g have a countable decomposi- 
tion 
H = H, @ C@ Hi, 9?=S$@~Q~‘a with 9Yi = 9 1 Hi 
i>l i>l 
such that the Hi , i = 0, 1 ,... are B-invariant. Moreover 
and the gi , i > 1, are primary of finite multiplicity n( . In our case 
this implies p 1 H,, = q 1 H, . Thus we may assume without loss of 
generality H,, = (0). S ince two projections generate a W*-algebra of 
type I,, , the %, i > 1, are either commutative or isomorphic to the 
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algebra of all 2 by 2 matrices. This induces a decomposition 
H = H(l) @ W2), where B 1 H(l) is abelian and where &@ 1 W2) is 
of type I, . Setting correspondingly u = u(l) @ uc2) we may treat both 
cases separately. The abelian case is trivial, because the projection 
p . q has a finite codimension with respect to p and q, and we can 
always find a u with the desired properties connecting p - pq and 
q - pq. Thus we may assume B to be of type I, . Then we can write 
and 
where ci = cos vi and si = sin vi . Thus qr can be turned into p, by 
a rotation ui of an angle vi . Since p - q = Cl”,, pi - qi E X(H) 
we have ypi --+ 0. Hence u = C@ ui is congruent 1 mod X(H). 
Using (9) and Lemma 2 we may thus assume p,,, < ql,l, because 
unitaries u with u = 1 mod X(H) determine automorphisms of 
a2 k.n * Define now a new system of partial isometries {r&~=r by 
r6,1 = qi,lpl,l and ri,i = ri,rrjT1 . If dim ql,l - p,,, = d, then the 
r-system has the defect Zfnd. Because of (9) we have li,< -p,,, E X(H), 
1 < i < n, and ri,i = p,,, . Thus using Lemma 2 again, we may 
assume without loss of generality r2,2 > p,,, or r2,2 < p,,, . 
Assume r2,2 > p,,, , then u = r1,2p2,2p<2 is a partial isometry 
with u*u = pi,, and uu* < p,,, . Thus the C*-algebra pi,$$.npr,i 
contains a non-unitary isometry. This, however, is impossible since 
hdk.nhl is isomorphic to s(e,,, and since every element in z& has 
the form Xl + k with k E X(H). 
Similarly one shows that r2,2 < p,,, is impossible. Thus we have 
r2,2 = p,,, . Repeating the same argument for ra,a , p,,, ,..., and 
y%n 9 P 12.n we see that we may assume even Y<,~ = P,,~, 1 < i f n. 
Thus comparing defects we get k = I+ nd or k = 1. This proves the 
theorem, 
It is hoped that this result will eventually permit us to classify all 
separable C*-algebras & with a finite dual d. 
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